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DETAILED ACTION 

Remarks 

1. This Office action is responsive to tine Request for Continued Examination (ROE) 
filed under 37 CFR §1.53(d) for the instant application on 4/7/08. Applicants have 
properly set forth the RCE, which has been entered into the application, and an 
examination on the merits follows herewith. 

Claims 1, 3-6, 8-16, and 18-20 have been examined and rejected. This Office 
action is responsive to the amendment filed on 4/7/08, which has been entered in the 
above identified application. 

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102 
2. The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that 
form the basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action: 

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless - 
(b) the invention was patented or described in a printed publication in this or a foreign country or in public use or on sale in this country, more than one year prior to the date of application for patent in the United States. 

3. Claims 1, 3-6, 8-16, and 18-20 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(b) as being 
anticipated by Hewlett-Packard Company ("Managing Your Network with HP OpenView 
Network Node Manager", May 2002), herein after HP. 
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Claims 1, 3-5 (Method) 
Claims 6, 8-12 (Modified GUI) 
Claims 16,18-20 (Network Map) 
3-1.   Regarding claims 1, 6, and 16, HP teaches the claim comprising collecting data 
for all objects to be displayed on said map in response to a request transmitted over a 
GUI, by disclosing Network Node Manager (NNM) that provides an integrated tool for a 
network manager to control and manage multiple networked systems and applications 
from a single graphical representation of the network/page 48, "Network Management 
Functions", paragraph 1]. NNM may store configuration information as well as track 
inventory of the devices on the network [page 52, "Configuration and Cliange 

Management - NNM's Capabilities]. NNM allows for the creation of custom maps for 
devices on a network [page 94, "Work Sheet for Devices"; pages 104-105]. 

HP teaches bundling all connections between a network device and a group of 
network devices outside said map into an outside link, grouping all outside links for said 
network device into a multiple link connector (MLC) object and associating said MLC 
object with an interactive connector icon, and displaying said map showing said 
interactive connector icon attached to said network device, by disclosing maps and 
submaps [page 201, "Maps versus Swjbmaps'y containing objects and symbols [page 

205, "Understanding Objects versus Symbols"]. Objects may represent a single item or 
multiple items [page 206, "Objects"]. 

HP teaches selecting said interactive connector icon for displaying a pop-up 
window showing a multiple link connector (MLC) list where each outside link object is 
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associated witli a respective group object, by disclosing tliat users can view object 
properties for any network element that NNM manages, such as internet, networl<, 
segment, node, or Interface [pages 117-118, "Viewing tlie Properties of Your Network 
Configuration"]. Users can also view attributes assigned to any object by selecting any 
symbol to display a list of attributes categories [page 237, "Changing/Adding Object 

Attribute Fields", paragrapli 5]. Attributes Include a selection list, which is a list of 
objects that are represented by the symbol selected by the user [page 207, "Object 

Attributes/Properties", paragrapti 4]. Additionally, users can select a node and display 
all devices connected to it [pages 288-289, "Port-Address Mapping"]. 

As per claim 6, HP teaches a map data collector, by disclosing the discovery 
process of network devices [pages 62-63, "Automatic Discovery and Layout"; page 93- 
94, 104-105]. HP teaches a multiple link connector (MLC) generator, by disclosing 
creating maps and submaps [page 201, "Maps versus Submaps'] containing objects 
and symbols [page 205, "Understanding Objects versus Symbols"]. HP teaches 
maintaining a connections list L(n) for each said outside link, by disclosing storing object 
properties for any network element that NNM manages [page 117, "Viewing the 

Properties of Your Network Configuration - Viewing Object Descriptions"]. HP teaches a 
list organizer, by disclosing that objects may represent a single item or multiple items 
[page 206, "Objects"] and viewing attributes assigned to any object by selecting any 
symbol to display a list of attributes categories [page 237, "Changing/Adding Object 

Attribute Fields", paragraph 5] as well as displaying all devices connected to a node 
[pages 288-289, "Port-Address Mapping"]. 
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3-2.   Regarding claims 3 and 18, HP teaches the claim wherein said multiple link 
connector list displays in each row an interactive outside link widget associated with a 
respective interactive group identification widget, by disclosing links under Hostname, 
which are associated with a port and node status [page 289, figure 8-17]. Additionally, a 
list of menu commands for each object may be displayed with respect to the object 
selected [page 208, "Operations on Objects"; page 237, "Clianging/Adding Object 

Attribute Fields", paragraph 5]. 

3-3.   Regarding claims 4 and 19, HP teaches the claim further comprising selecting 
said interactive outside link widget on said multiple link connector list to display a 
connections list L(n) identifying all connections bundled within said outside link object, 
by disclosing links under Hostname [page 289, figure 8-17]. 

3-4.   Regarding claims 5 and 20, HP teaches the claim further comprising selecting 
said respective interactive group identification widget on said multiple link connector list 
to display a sub-map of said network showing all network devices in said group, by 
disclosing showing hidden objects [page 208, "Operations on Objects"] and using 
symbols to open child submaps [page 212, "Behavior"]. 

3-5.   Regarding claim 8, HP teaches the claim wherein each said outside link is 
displayed using an interactive outside link widget, by disclosing that users can view 
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object properties for any network element that NNM manages, sucli as internet, 
network, segment, node, or interface [pages 117-118, "Viewing tine Properties of Your 

Network Configuration"]. Users can also view attributes assigned to any object by 
selecting any symbol to display a list of attributes categories [page 237, 
"Clianging/Adding Object Attribute Fields", paragraph 5]. Attributes include a selection 
list, which Is a list of objects that are represented by the symbol selected by the user 
[page 207, "Object Attributes/Properties", paragrapli 4]. Explodable symbols may be 
used to open submaps [page 202, "Submaps", paragrapti 3] and nodes may be 
selected to display all devices connected to it [pages 288-289, "Port-Address Mapping"]. 

3-6.   Regarding claim 9, HP teaches the claim wherein each said group of outside 
network devices is displayed using an interactive group identification widget, by 
disclosing explodable symbols to open submaps [page 202, "Submaps", paragrapli 3], 

displaying hidden objects [page 208, "Operations on Objects"], and links under 
Hostname [page 289, figure 8-17]. 

3-7.   Regarding claim 10, HP teaches the claim wherein said list organizer displays 
said MLC list In response to selection of said interactive outside link widget, by 
disclosing that users can view object properties for any network element that NNM 
manages, such as internet, network, segment, node, or interface [pages 117-118, 
"Viewing the Properties of Your Network Configuration"]. Users can also view attributes 
assigned to any object by selecting any symbol to display a list of attributes categories 
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[page 237, "Changing/Adding Object Attribute Fields", paragraph 5]. Attributes include a 
selection list, which is a list of objects that are represented by the symbol selected by 
the user/"page 207, "Object Attributes/Properties", paragrapli 4]. Additionally, users can 
select a node and display all devices connected to it [pages 288-289, "Port-Address 
Mapping"]. 

3-8.   Regarding claim 11, HP teaches the claim wherein said list organizer displays a 
sub-map of said group in response to selection of said interactive group identification 
widget, by disclosing explodable symbols to open submaps [page 202, "Submaps", 

paragrapli 3], displaying hidden objects [page 208, "Operations on Objects"], and links 
under Hostname [page 289, figure 8-17]. 

3-9.   Regarding claim 12, HP teaches the claim wherein said interactive connector 
icon is not generated for a single connection, by disclosing that objects may represent a 
single item or multiple items [page 206, "Objects"]. Additionally, segments may contain 
multiple nodes [page 118, "Description of a Segment Object"]. 

Claims 13-15 
3-10. Regarding claim 13, HP teaches the claim comprising whenever a network 
device is connected to more than one outside network device of a group of network 
devices external to said map, displaying an outside link connecting said network device 
with said group using an interactive multiple link connector icon, by disclosing Network 
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Node Manager (NNM) that provides an integrated tool for a networl< manager to control 
and manage multiple networked systems and applications from a single graphical 
representation of the network [page 48, "Network Management Functions", paragraph 

1]. Maps and submaps [page 201, "Maps versus Submaps"] containing objects and 
symbols [page 205, "Understanding Objects versus Symbols"] are displayed. Objects 
may represent a single item or multiple items [page 206, "Objects"]. 

HP teaches selecting said multiple link connector icon on said map to obtain a 
multiple link connector list, by disclosing that users can view object properties for any 
network element that NNM manages, such as internet, network, segment, node, or 
interface [pages 117-118, "Viewing tlie Properties of Your Network Configuration"]. 

Users can also view attributes assigned to any object by selecting any symbol to display 
a list of attributes categories [page 237, "Changing/Adding Object Attribute Fields", 
paragraph 5]. Attributes include a selection list, which is a list of objects that are 
represented by the symbol selected by the user [page 207, "Object 

Attributes/Properties", paragraph 4]. Additionally, users can select a node and display 
all devices connected to it [pages 288-289, "Port-Address Mapping"]. 

HP teaches displaying an interactive outside link widget associated with an 
interactive group identification widget for each group of outside network devices 
connected to said network device, by disclosing links under Hostname, which are 
associated with a port and node status [page 289, figure 8-17]. Additionally, a list of 
menu commands for each object may be displayed with respect to the object selected 
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[page 208, "Operations on Objects"; page 237, "Changing/Adding Object Attribute 

Fields", paragraph 5]. 

3-11. Regarding claim 14, HP teaches the claim further comprising selecting said 
interactive outside link widget for said outside link to obtain a list L(n) with all 

connections between said network device and said group, by disclosing links under 
Hostname [page 289, figure 8-17]. 

3-12. Regarding claim 15, HP teaches the claim further comprising selecting said 
interactive group identification widget on said multiple link connector list to display a 
sub-map of all network devices in said group, by disclosing showing hidden objects 
[page 208, "Operations on Objects"] and using symbols to open child submaps [page 
212, "Betiavior"]. 

Response to Arguments 

4.     The Examiner acknowledges the Applicant's amendments to claims 6, 8, 9,12, 
and 16 and the cancellation of claim 7. Applicant's arguments with respect to claims 1, 
6, 13, and 16 have been considered but are moot in view of the new ground(s) of 
rejection. 

Conclusion 
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5. The prior art made of record on attached form PTO-892 and not relied upon is 
considered pertinent to applicant's disclosure. Applicant is required under 37 C.F.R § 
111(c) to consider these references fully when responding to this action. The 
documents cited therein teach similar systems for a multiple link connector list. 

6. Any Inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the 
examiner should be directed to ALVIN H. TAN whose telephone number is (571 )272- 
8595. The examiner can normally be reached on Mon-Fri 10:00-6:30. 

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's 
supervisor, Dennis Chow can be reached on 571-272-7767. The fax phone number for 
the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300. 

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the 
Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status Information for 
published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. 
Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only. 
For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should 
you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic 
Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a 
USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information 
system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000. 

AHT /Tadesse Hailu/ 
Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2173 

Assistant Examiner 
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